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1Why settle for thin gruel?
Geoff Larson was trained 

as a chemical engineer, but he 
came to brewing via his nose 
and stomach, not his brain. “I 
love cooking,” he says, “and 
the process of starting to 

make beverages—it had as 
much appeal to me as cook-
ing on the stove. It was an 
extremely rewarding aspect of 
delving into a sense of taste. 
Many people kind of relegate 
it to that perfunctory need 

of sustenance, rather than 
the beautiful canvas that it is 
when you start painting these 
beautiful flavors.”

2Spread the blame around
Larson and his wife, 

Marcy, started thinking about 
opening a brewery in the early 
1980s. There were a hardy 
few craft breweries in the 
country at the time, and none 
in Alaska. The brewery was 
conceived as a way “to spend 
more time together” and 
“pursue something that would 
be fun. I always blame Marcy, 
and she always blames me for 

the idea.” The couple de-
voured beer-related literature, 
canvassed the GABF, rounded 
up a group of investors and, in 
late 1986, rolled out their first 
barrel of beer. 

3Your future lies in  
the past

Alaskan’s beers are firmly 
grounded by a sense of place 
and history. Marcy had been 
researching the history of 
brewing in Alaska, and she 
“discovered the wealth of 
style diversity and historical 
anchoring that a lot of the 
breweries had in our state.” 

Geoff Larson, co-founder and brewmaster at the 
Alaskan Brewing Company, jokes that he heads the 
“only American import” because there are no roads 
in or out of Juneau. Gold miners first rushed to 
the area a century ago, bringing beer with them. 
Larson has overseen a gold rush of a different sort: 
He has won more Great American Beer Fest medals 
than any brewery in the festival’s history. 
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9 steps to beerdom By Paul McMorrow

It’s not fake paneling, 

this wood is real, baby.
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